Cell-based vaccines for renal cell carcinoma: genetically-engineered tumor cells and monocyte-derived dendritic cells.
Initial vaccine developments for renal cell carcinoma (RCC) have concentrated on cell-based approaches in which tumor cells themselves provide mixtures of unknown tumor-associated antigens as immunizing agents. Antigens derived from autologous tumors can direct responses to molecular composites characteristic of individual tumors, whereas antigens derived from allogeneic tumor cells must be commonly shared by RCC. Three types of cell-based vaccine for RCC have been investigated: isolated tumor cell suspensions, gene modified tumor cells and dendritic cells (DCs) expressing RCC-associated antigens. Approaches using genetic modification of autologous RCC have included ex vivo modification of tumor cells or modification of tumors in vivo. We have used gene-modification of allogeneic tumor cell lines to create generic RCC vaccines. More recently, emphasis has shifted to the use of DCs as cell-based vaccines for RCC. DCs have moved to a position of central interest because of their excellent stimulatory capacity, combined with their ability to process and present antigens to both naive CD4 and CD8 cells. The long impasse in identifying molecular targets for specific immunotherapy of RCC is now rapidly being overcome through the use of tools and information emerging from human genome research. Identification of candidate molecules expressed by RCC using cDNA arrays, combined with protein arrays and identification of peptides presented by MHC molecules, allow specific vaccines to be tailored to the antigenic profile of individual tumors, providing the basis for development of patient-specific vaccines.